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Figure 1: Illustration of TAL [1]

Figure 2: Overview of Temporal Maxer [2]

Figure 6: TemporalMaxer's results for the training experiment compared to other TAL models

Figure 4: Performance of TemporalMaxer compared to
other TAL models for the data efficiency experiment [4]

Figure 5: TemporalMaxer's data efficiency results for
each tIoU value in the range of [0.3,0.7]

Figure 7: TemporalMaxer's Inference
time compared to other SOTA TAL

models

Figure 8: TemporalMaxer's GMACS
compared to other SOTA TAL models

Figure 9: TemporalMaxer's inference
time and GPU utilization

Figure 3: Algorithm for the evaluation of the data
efficiency
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Requiring large datasets of labeled
videos. Collecting and annotating is
time-consuming & costly
Computationally expensive
Large training time

Temporal Action Localization (TAL) is
the task of detecting specific actions
within a video, alongside its start time
and end time. 

Main issues for TAL models:

We will explore a TAL state-of-the-art
(SOTA) model called TemporalMaxer.

Introduction

All experiments will be conducted on the THUMOS'14 [3]
dataset.

Methodology

TemporalMaxer is inspired from another SOTA TAL model
called ActionFormer. Its novel aspect is represented by the
model's backbon based on a MaxPooling block → reduced
complexity → fewer parameters & more computationally
efficient.

The Model: TemporalMaxer

Experiments

data efficient ✅
the model achieves significant performance with only 40-60% of the original
training data

training time efficient ❌❓
the model presents an unusually high mean training time and standard deviation
than other similar TAL models, more investigation needs to be done regarding this
aspect

computationally efficient (GMACs & inference time) ✅
TemporalMaxer's results indeed show that all the compute metrics increase
linearly with the size of the input features. Moreover, TemporalMaxer significantly
outclasses other similiar-in-performance TAL models on compute metrics

"A is more efficient in X than B" : A yields a better performance in X than B

Is TemporalMaxer ... compared to other SOTA TAL models?

Conclusions
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The Research question:
"How well does the TemporalMaxer method
perform in a limited compute power and data
setting?"
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Data efficiency experiment:

Overview in Algorithm 1 (Figure 3).

We train TemporalMaxer on
increasingly-bigger parts of the
THUMOS'14 [3] dataset (size p%).

We measure the performance of
the model by testing it 5 times on
the validation test for each p
value. We  use the mean average
precision metric (mAP).
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Training 
Generate 5 random seeds:

For each seed, evaluate the model under normal
conditions 5 times.

Report the mean and standard deviation of mAP and
training time of all total 25 runs.

Inference
For increasingly bigger sizes of input features:

Measure inference time, number of Multiply-
Accumulate operations (MACs), memory usage, GPU
utilization

Report the mean and standard deviation (if applicable)
for all the metrics mentioned 

Compute efficiency experiments:


